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Yellow app icon aesthetic calendar

There are several amazing resources online to help you get started and set you on your way to creating better app icons. I created and maintains appicontemplate.com, which offers a set of free PSD templates. How to build an app: try these great tutorialsWith these, both amateurs and professionals can quickly render and export all the icon sizes needed for the different platforms,
just by editing a single Smart Object in Photoshop. There are templates for iOS, Android, OS X and even templates to help you create screenshots for your app. Test icons automaticNundt 500,000 templates are already downloaded. Most of these include standard assets, shapes, textures, and colors that give the designer something to build on, along with contextual screens that
show your icon in native environments like the App Store and on a Home screen. Using smart objects, you can apply the templates to a single canvas — the largest size needed — and then see the other sizes that are rendered automatically. This allows you to quickly assess how well a given concept scales. Icon size is automatically rendered with app icon template. Smart one-
click export actions are bundled together, and you'll also find helpful videos and tutorials on how to get the most out of your templates. The goal is to empower everyone to build better icons for the devices around us. Bonus Resources Another great resource is Bjango Actions by Marc Edwards - this is a collection of smart Photoshop actions for both icons and ui work. Icon
Handbook is a great reference for further reading If you have just started with icons, The Icon Handbook by John Hicks is a great reference book covering a more general approach to individual icon types and the history of icons. Words: Michael FlarupMichael Flarup is the designer and co-founder of Robocat. He created the app icon template to make the lives of designers easier.
This article was originally published in net magazine issue 266.Liked this? Read these! One of the most common uses for an Android phone is time management. There is no more convenient place to keep your calendar than on your phone. That's where you can quickly look at your daily agenda, add a reminder so you don't forget a meeting, or schedule your weekly and monthly
goals. Unfortunately, not all calendar apps offer the features you need for a truly productive live. Some are missing task manager. Others lack an intuitive interface. Others make you waste more time attending events than you spend writing them down on paper. Choosing the best free calendar apps Following are 10 of the best free calendar apps you can download to Android
right now. These apps were selected because they passed all of the following tests. Integration with Google Calendar (Android default) Task Manager featuresA or more calendar view (not just task or calendar)Intuitive interface Some of the following free calendar apps will serve you well and help to make the most of the time each day. 1. Google Calendar Google Calendar app
comes by default on Android phones. This doesn't mean it's inferior to most Android calendar apps out there. In fact, it's one of the most versatile and intuitive calendar apps you can hope to use. Benefits: Daily agenda view with color-coded blocks for eventsDay, 3-day, week, and month viewsSynchronously and displays multiple Google calendar accountsAdd quickly goals,
reminders, and events Cons: No task manager features That you can tap to add new eventsDo not integrate with other calendar accounts 2. Business Calendar 2 Business Calendar 2 looks very similar to Google Calendar; However, more information fits into a smaller mobile screen. This means less scrolling. You'll also get a quick overview of your weekly or monthly schedule
with less scrolling. You have all the same views available as Google Calendar as well. What Business Calendar 2 makes Google Calendar not a useful task manager feature integrates tasks right into your calendar when you add them with a due date. Additional task lists are available. Advantages: More compact view, tailored for small mobile screensIntuitive event and task entry
Opens for recurring eventsCombined task and agenda view Cons: Some advanced features require a Pro purchaseAs something generic, typical calendar styleNavigation is not always intuitive 3. aCalendar If you are looking for a refreshing change, aCalendar is a great free calendar app for Android. The weekly agenda view has large blocks for several days of events that are
clearly visible in each day. It highlights the current day and includes the month view of the page. It has the same features as Business Calendar 2, but at a disadvantage. To use the task manager feature, you'll need to purchase the premium version of the app. Advantages: Unique calendar viewsLighting search toolsInclude motion technologyVery intuitive navigation Cons: Task
Manager requires premium upgradeLimited advanced features 4. DigiCal The DigiCal Android calendar app is a refreshing take on calendar design. It allows you to choose between a white or dark theme when you start it for the first time. Many of the views also include multiple views, such as a monthly view that also shows your daily agenda on half the screen. Most views aren't
static like other apps either. In the Weekly Agenda view, you can browse the agenda inside the single-day box. Benefits: Professional, intuitive calendar viewsShow more information in the same place than other appsInclude current on-site weather information Your Cons: Small premium upgrade nuisance bannersNo task manager feature 5. AnyDo AnyDo is known as a powerful
task manager app. But what many don't know is that it's one of the few cloud task management services that integrates a calendar-based agenda view into With AnyDo, you can sync this calendar view with your Google Calendar account so you can seamlessly view events from Calendar next to all your AnyDo tasks. Benefits: Fresh, clean calendar viewIntegrates tasks and
calendar events into a single calendarMultiple task lists for organizing tasksInclude recurring tasks and events Cons: Only one calendar view availableGlered calendar features compared to other calendar appsLimited features require premium upgrade 6. Small calendar You'd think that an app called Tiny Calendar would be overly simplified, but that's not at all the case. Tiny
Calendar is very similar to the Google Calendar app, but with a wider view that helps you see more on a small mobile screen. The Month view also includes a half-screen agenda view, so you can see both a long-term and short-term view of the schedule at the same time. Advantages: Intuitive interfaceAfter adding recurring eventsMore display options than most calendar
appsSelect pressure event entry prevents accidental entries Disadvantages: Task Manager feature requires premium purchaseNot as many advanced features as other calendar apps 7. The TickTick TickTick calendar app is very similar to AnyDo in both appearance and function. It's primarily a task manager app, but only provides a weekly agenda view that's identical to what
you'll find in the AnyDo app. TickTick allows you to add more tabs for Pomo time management and habit tracking as well. There are several color themes available, and the task manager area allows multiple lists. Advantages: Clean and intuitive interfaceVery easy to useSwipe to highlight event or task as made Cons: Task Manager not as function filled as AnyDoNo advanced
features available 8. Achieve One of the more unique time management and calendar apps out there, Achieve simplifies how to use the calendar app to save time and help you stay focused. It does this with a simple calendar view with large blocks, and quick reminder icons you can drag up to block other previous events so you can prepare for upcoming events like meetings. A
time management function is also well integrated into the app; However, it is not possible to schedule tasks. Rather, they only remain in a task pane on the left side of the app. Advantages: Simplicity improves productivityQuick and easy to add events and tasks Cons: Tasks don't include due dates Very limited calendar views availableNavigation is not always intuitive 9. TimeTune
TimeTune is a very simple free calendar app for Android, but what it lacks in complexity, it offers in time management features. The calendar view is just timeline, which you'll need to browse to see days in the future. But features this app offers that put it on top include the ability to automate routines in your schedule, advanced event and reminder entry forms, and useful timers that
help you stay focused on important tasks. Benefits: Encourages focus ProductivityInnovative Routines featureEasy Google calendar account synchronization Cons: Advanced features require a premium purchaseMore more calendar views 10. Sectograph Planner &amp; Time Manager Manager Is easily one of the most innovative free calendar apps for Android that you will ever
use. Too often, people focus so much on managing their calendar that they forget to focus on the events that are happening at the moment. It's also easy to be blind to upcoming appointments, and then get caught off guard when they occur. Sectograph gives you a creative visual display for your day. A red indicator marks the time of day as well as what tasks are coming up and
how much time you want to spend on them. This makes it very easy, with just a quick glance, to see how much time you have left for the current task and helps you take the time you need to prepare for upcoming appointments. Advantages: Integrates with Google CalendarBeautiful designIncludes a transparent widget for your phone's home screen Cons: Only one calendar
viewNo task managerReduced features require Pro version purchase Choose your best calendar app for Android As you can see, there are many choices when it comes to Android calendar apps. By ensuring that the app you use syncs with the cloud calendar account you use to store events gives you the ability to use one or more apps that offer features you need. For example,
you can use Sectograph to stay focused on your daily agenda, and AnyDo to focus on task management. The app you choose depends on how you tend to use your calendar and what features will improve your day and help you be more productive. Productive.
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